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Topi-CLICK Micro
Cap

Veterinary PLO
User Guide

How to Use:
Step 1: Unscrew the cap at the top of the Topi-CLICK MicroⓇ device.
Step 2: While holding upright (applicator up) turn the base until the device
“clicks”. This noise indicates that a single dose has been dispensed.
● Each dose or click dispenses 0.05mL of the medication
○ 1 click = 0.05mL dose
○ 2 clicks = 0.1mL dose
○ 3 clicks = 0.15mL dose
Step 3: Apply to the hairless section of the ear. Continue rubbing with the
attached tip until all medication is absorbed into the skin.
Step 4: Screw the cap back on to the top of the Topi-CLICK MicroⓇ device.
*** Store the Topi-CLICK MicroⓇ device at room temperature, do not expose to
cold temperatures.

The Topi-CLICK Micro Device is recyclable

A safer way to deliver medication
The Topi-CLICK MicroⓇ device allows the client to apply topical medications
directly to the surface of the skin, without being exposed themselves.

About the Device:
● This product is intended for dispensing topical
medication ONLY; do not administer any
products orally from this device.

● The Topi-CLICK MicroⓇ allows for multiple,
accurately measured doses to be dispensed and
applied with one device. The easy to use device
replaces the practice of dividing medications into
multiple syringes. The device is simple to use and
delivers the same set dose with every use.
● The REFILL Indicator is marked on the device

in order to ensure timely reordering of
medication. When the black plunger reaches the
line below the word “refill”, there are about 32
clicks left.

If you have any further questions/concerns while administering this product,
contact our staff at Sand Run Pharmacy (330)-864-2138
~or~
Check out our videos on the Facebook Page “Sand Run Pharmacy Prescription
& Veterinary Compounding” or on our website; www.sandrunpharmacy.com

